A method is presented to provide a useful searchable index for spoken audio documents. The task di ers from the traditional (text) document indexing, because large audio databases are decoded by automatic speech recognition and decoding errors occur frequently. The idea in this paper is to take advantage of the large size of the database and select the best index terms for each document with the help of the other documents close to it using a semantic vector space. First, the audio stream is converted into a text stream by a speech recognizer. Then the text of each story is represented in a vector space as a document vector which is the normalized sum of the word vectors in the story. A large collection of such document vectors is used to train a self-organizing map to nd latent semantic structures in the collection. As the stories in spoken news are short and will include speech recognition errors, smoothing of the document vectors using the semantic clusters determined by the self-organizing map is introduced to enhance the indexing. The application in this paper is the indexing and retrieval of broadcast news on radio and television. Test results are given using the evaluation data from the TREC spoken document retrieval task.
As larger and larger audio databases become accessible, the problem of indexing for automatic information retrieval becomes extremely important. Often no written transcripts of the audio are available, and thus the indexing has to be based solely on the automatically decoded text.
One example of an important and large audio source is the broadcast news. There is a continuous ow of new multimedia data coming through many parallel channels in television and radio in the form of video, text and pure audio. The automatic and fast management of breaking news is crucial in many business areas, not to mention the broadcasting companies themselves. The management of large archives of past news items is a closely related and important task.
The focus application of this paper is the indexing and retrieval of broadcast news from radio and TV. However, the presented methods are also applicable for indexing other spoken audio sources. Many methods are similar to those used for indexing pure text sources, but there are some special characteristic features of spoken audio, and also of broadcast news, that should be taken into account.
In simple terms, the problem of indexing a document collection can be expressed as selecting the index terms and setting the pointers from them to all the relevant documents. This is most conveniently solved backwards, i.e., by scanning through the documents and extracting the relevant index terms. For a spoken document, there are several alternative ways to perform this extraction. One can recognize and index the audio at the phonetic level Ng and Zue, 1998 ], spot certain keywords, or try to decode the whole speech ow into text by a very large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer (LVCSR) Abberley et al., 1999a , Allan et al., 1998 , Johnson et al., 1999 . All these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages and the selection of a method should be made by considering the nature of the indexing task at hand Abberley et al., 1999a] . In the THISL project Abberley et al., 1999a] , which is the framework of this paper, the text-based speech decoding and indexing approach was chosen Renals et al., 1998 , Abberley et al., 1999a . This means that almost all of the decoded words will contribute to the index. The main advantages of this decoding approach are that language modeling can be applied to improve the speech recognition and that allowing redundancy within index terms reduces the e ect of recognition errors. Naturally, not all words are equally e ective for indexing and this can be taken into account by weighting the index terms Robertson and Sparck-Jones, 1976] . When the retrieved documents are ranked, the index terms that occur frequently in the current document but are rare in general, are given more weight than the generally frequent words in the whole collection.
The proposed thematic indexing combines the baseline THISL indexing Abberley et al., 1999a] , the latent semantic analysis (LSA) Deerwester et al., 1990] of the document collection, and the smoothing and visualization by the self-organizing map (SOM) Kohonen, 1997] . LSA includes methods to represent the words and documents according to an automatically extracted semantic basis on which the indexing can be based. The aim of this combination is both to utilize all the index terms found in the document, and to give extra weight to those terms that are semantically close 1 to the document. In addition further index terms can be identi ed based on the semantic similarity. LSA is motivated by the dimensionality reduction and the noise suppression obtained by projecting the documents and index terms into a lower dimensional semantic vector space. Noise reduction is also the aim for smoothing the vectors by the probabilistic clustering in the semantic space. In the clustering of documents by SOM the idea is to create a topology preserving mapping which identi es the latent semantic topics (document clusters and cluster hierarchies in the LSA space). In addition to the indexing, LSA is very useful for improving the language models (LMs) of speech recognition, because it provides a way to take into account long-span characteristics, for which the traditional N-gram methods are ine cient Bellegarda, 1997] .
The second section of this paper explains brie y the baseline THISL broadcast news indexing system and brings out the most relevant points for the thematic indexing method. The third section presents the new method and explains how the LSA, random mapping (RM) and SOM are applied. One section is devoted to the experiments and presentation of the evaluation metrics used to analyze the results. The nal sections of the paper include brief discussions and nal conclusions.
1
Semantic distance between a term and a document means here the distance using a suitable distance metric between the corresponding vectors in the space extracted by LSA.
Baseline system
This section provides a brief overview of the relevant features of the baseline speech retrieval system Renals et al., 1998 ] on which the current LSI system is built. The main components of the system are the HMM/ANN hybrid LVCSR along with the indexing and IR. The new system is strongly related to the baseline system, as it utilizes the same speech decoder and the implementation of the IR is a combination of the baseline index and the latent semantic index.
The basis of the whole spoken document retrieval system is the speech recognition. The documents created for indexing and retrieval are formed solely from the text output of the speech recognizer. If the speech stream is not pre-segmented into stories Garofolo et al., 1999] , the documents can be automatically de ned by merging the basic blocks which can be either overlapping word sequences of constant length or sequences of constant duration in seconds Robinson et al., 1999] .
For the text-to-speech transformation di erent speech recognizers have been created to cover languages used in the framework of the THISL project: British English Robinson et al., 1999] , American English Renals et al., 1998 , Abberley et al., 1999b , and French (e.g. Andersen, 1998 ]). The original motivation for developing the current LSI system was to make the indexing possible for the French news data, where a very high WER was expected. One of the reasons for the high WER was the lack of training data for acoustic and language models. In the TREC evaluation data (North American business news) used in this paper , we see, however, that the LSI system is not only applicable to high WER data. The results indicate also some improvements in the IR precision for lower WER ASR outputs and even improved precision for the manually produced reference transcripts.
The speech recognizer used for decoding the TREC SDR evaluation is the Abbot LVCSR system developed at the Universities of Cambridge and She eld Robinson et al., 1996] and further developed by SoftSound. It is a hybrid HMM/ANN Bourlard and Morgan, 1994 ] system using a set of recurrent ANNs to compute phone posterior probabilities based on PLP features and integrating these probabilities with the statistical HMM framework. The decoding Abberley et al., 1999b] is performed using the Chronos decoder Robinson and Christie, 1998 ] with a 64K word pronunciation dictionary and large trigram LMs. The decoding (referred by S1 in section 4) performed by the THISL project partners, took approximately 3 x realtime on standard hardware.
Even having the best and highly sophisticated speech recognition system does not guarantee success in a speech retrieval evaluation. In fact, the TREC SDR results from 1998 Garofolo et al., 1999] and 1999 show that even systems with rather simple ASR can perform well with a successful IR implementation. Some IR systems are even fairly robust for di erent ASR outputs ranging between 20 40 % WER.
The THISL IR system (thislIR) used as a baseline for the LSI experiments, is a so-called bagof-words model where almost all the decoded words in a document are used as index terms. Important additional features are: The most common words (so-called stop words) are ltered away, the words are stemmed Porter, 1980] to get rid of the in ected forms, and nally the OKAPI term weighting function is used to compute the relevance of each remaining index term as in Abberley et al., 1999b] . Speci cally, the term weight CW(t; d) ( the collection weight ) Robertson and Sparck-Jones, 1976 ] for term t in document d is computed as:
where TF(t; d) is the frequency of the term in the current document and CFW(t) the frequency in the whole collection. NDL(d) is the normalized document length and K and b are user speci ed constants as in Abberley et al., 1999b ].
An additional feature in the thislIR that was found very useful for the baseline system, is the query expansion (QE) Xu and Croft, 1996, Abberley et al., 1999a] . It modi es the original queries in order to add associated terms retrieved from some external text databases. An LSI based system should pro t similarly from the expanded queries, because it is unlikely that LSI would be able to derive the same associations using only the, usually much smaller, spoken database. However, QE was not included in the experiments presented in this paper, mainly because after QE the di erences in indexing methods are not so easily seen by the IR comparisons.
3 The new method 3.1 Integrating LSA into the system
The motivation for attempting to take the semantics into account in the indexing of spoken documents is to optimally deal with the noise observed in the decoded texts. The noise comes both from the use of synonyms and homonyms and from the randomness of the choice of words. Also in decoded documents the decoding errors increase the word noise.
One way to automatically create a semantic 2 representation of a document is to consider the distribution of words in it Salton, 1971] . Of course, this is only one way to interpret the semantics and the word count is a very coarse semantic model, because it excludes all the information about which words occur close to each other and the order in which the words appear. It also becomes meaningful only when the documents and the collections are large enough to give some statistical 2
In this paper, the semantics of words and documents refer to features obtained by analyzing the distribution of words in documents.
signi cance to the word count distributions. For some purposes, however, such as the indexing of documents based on their contents, this approximative semantic representation can still be very useful despite its coarse nature.
The word count vector representation of a document is di cult to handle, because the vectors are as long as the size of the whole vocabulary and the word counts themselves are noisy, especially for short documents. As word count vectors are typically very sparse, it is possible to project them into a lower dimensional subspace to reduce dimensionality and the inherent noise. The use of SVD to nd such a subspace is known as LSA Deerwester et al., 1990] . According to the L 2 norm any rst k singular vectors of SVD represent the original vector set by the maximal accuracy in k-dimensional space (Eckart and Young, see Golub and Reinsch, 1971] ). Thus, the word and document coding (equation 2) by SVD is based on the most important correlations in the whole document collection, and the other correlations are only local and can be assumed to be noise. In this sense we can call these basis vectors a semantic basis of this document collection. Methods other than SVD that can extract latent semantics are, for example, the probabilistic LSA Hofmann, 1999] and the method based on SOMs described in section 3.3.
In this work we employed SVD to code terms w i ; i = 1;::: ; n in the k-dimensional subspace of the rst k eigenvectors as x
by using the normalized row i of matrix U k S k from the decomposition A k = U k S k V T k . To measure the closeness of the words (for smoothing or clustering, e.g.) we use the simple semantic dissimilarity measure Bellegarda, 1997] d(w i ; w j ) = x T i x j : (3) In this work the document vectors y j ; j = 1;::: ; m were made by summing the semantic word vectors for each document. The sum of the semantic word vectors weighted by the word frequencies points to the average semantics of the chosen set of words. Thus, the e ect of the decoding errors will be reduced, as it is unlikely for the words resulting from recognition errors to have any common latent semantic properties, at least, if only short-span LMs are used in ASR. This is because ASR mostly confuses words that just sound similar, but their meaning can be completely In latent semantic indexing (LSI) the same measure is used to check how close an index term is to a document in the semantic space and, thus, to determine the relevance simply by x T i y j .
In the original high-dimensional space this comparison of directions would be equal to the basic bag-of-words index without word noise, as there the words are truly orthogonal and the dot product between a word and a document directly gives the word's relative frequency.
The optimality of the semantic basis found by SVD can be criticized, because the L 2 norm is clearly not the optimal norm to compare the word counts. For example, there is a signi cant di erence between having ten word occurrences against nine and one against zero. Furthermore, these comparisons do not apply similarly for rare and common words. However, despite the criticism, in some applications the SVD based LSI has been reported to perform well and the di erent word weighting functions can be combined with LSA to improve the performance. For document collections that ful ll certain assumptions of good behavior , it can be proved that LSI increases IR performance by capturing the existing semantics. In Papadimitriou et al., 1998] this is done by showing that nearly orthogonal document vectors will be assigned to di erent topics and nearly parallel vectors to the same topic.
One problem we observed with LSI is how to judge the relevance between the generally frequent terms that were extracted from the decoded document and the rare words that were not observed in that decoding. The frequent term will gain from its observed frequency and the rare one from its general closeness to the topic. In this work it was decided to try a combined weight by taking into account both the LSI weight called SW(t; d) (a smoothed version of distance (3), see section 3.3) and the OKAPI weight CW(t; d) (equation 1). This was implemented by re-scaling both weights between (0,1) (to obtain CW' and SW') and taking a linear combination
where the global LSI weight 2 0;1] depends on the database. This combination can be interpreted as balancing the importance between the smoothing and the decoding. Thus, = 0 would be equal to the baseline thislIR scoring Renals et al., 1998 ] trusting completely in the decoded terms and = 1 would give complete control to the semantics extracted from the given document collection. It is noteworthy, however, that despite re-scaling the di erent dynamic ranges of these combined measures may cause problems. This has been noted, for example, in attempts to integrate LSA and conventional frequency based measures for statistical language modeling Coccaro and Jurafsky, 1998 ].
Using RM in the system
The random mapping (RM) has recently been successfully used both to speed up the SVD in LSI Papadimitriou et al., 1998 ] and to transform large vocabularies and document collections into a vector space suitable for SOM analysis Kaski, 1998 ]. The foundation of RM is that if points are mapped into a random subspace of a suitably high dimension, then the distances between the points are approximately preserved Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984] . In this paper RM is used to provide a fast SVD and a SOM of semantic document indexes starting from the word count representation of the documents.
A successful dimensionality reduction in high-dimensional sparse vectors does not need very complicated methods. For example, for the document classi cation application Kaski, 1998] it was experimentally shown that using a RM of dimensionality d >= 90 provides comparable document classi cation results as those obtained using an SVD of d = 50. In applications where the computational complexity severely restricts the use of SVD, a simpler method of dimensionality reduction may be the most convenient way to avoid introducing other unwanted approximations. It is possible to optimize the sparse SVD directly by using special iterative SVD algorithms like the Single Vector Lancsos Berry, 1992] . However, it is still sensitive to high dimensions and an acceptable solution in a feasible time is not always guaranteed. The traditional way to handle very large collections is sampling. Either documents or terms or both documents and terms can be sampled. The disadvantages of sampling are that the sampled documents or terms should be carefully selected to maintain good accuracy and it is therefore hard to predict the IR results concerning the lost items.
RM is made by assigning a l-dimensional random vector, r i 2 R l , of unit length to each term w i ; i = 1;::: ; n (n is the vocabulary size, l << n). In this paper we approximated the SVD based LSA by computing an SVD for the random mapped term-document matrix. In this matrix a document is not represented by a n-dimensional word count vector as usually, but by a l-dimensional weighted average vector of the random vectors assigned to the terms used in the document. Instead of weighting the word vectors just by the word counts we applied two slightly more sophisticated measures for the term relevance. The rst measure was the inverse document frequency weight (equation 8) and the second one the entropy (mutual information) weight (equation 9) Bellegarda, 1999] . The SVD of this approximated document matrix was employed to code the term w i by the rst k eigenvectors similarly as in equation (2) except that u i was replaced by r iŨk from the obtained decompositionÃ k =Ũ kSkṼ T k , so that x i = r iŨkSk =kr iŨkSk k :
The rowsũ i of matrixŨ k just give the semantic subspace coding for each random dimension, so the new code vectors are obtained by projecting the original random vectors to the semantic subspace. The document vectors are weighted sums of the new word vectors and the smoothing can then be applied as in normal SVD (see Section 3.3.1) either for the word vectors, for the document vectors, or both for the word and the document vectors).
The LSI approximation obtained by combining RM and SVD is good, because all the terms and documents are included and the SVD computation can be conventional as the dimensions are low. The point is that we are using an approximated term-document matrix, and the quality of the obtained latent semantic basis depends only on the rank of the SVD and the dimensionality of the RM, but not on any other approximations. An analysis result Papadimitriou et al., 1998] ). The speed-up will then be from O(mnc), which is for the direct sparse SVD of m documents and c non-zero elements per row, to O(mc log n + mlog n 2 ). The complexity of RM is (O(mcl)) and the non-sparse SVD (O(ml 2 )). In practice, the dimension of the random vectors l << n can well be just a couple of hundreds or even lower, as successfully applied in the semantic SOMs Ritter and Kohonen, 1989] and SOMs of massive document collections Kohonen et al., 1999] .
Using SOM in the system
The motivation behind using SOM for LSI is twofold. First, it o ers a natural way to smooth the latent semantic document and word vectors in order to more reliably re ect the semantic characteristics and to reduce noise. It is also capable to extract some semantic information from very large document collections Kohonen, 1997 , Kohonen et al., 1999 ] by a topology-preserving mapping into a low-dimensional space. The second motivation comes from the need to visualize the relations between the semantic topics in the document collection. For example, in IR it is useful to see which topics are present in the database in general, what are the topics corresponding to the best retrieved documents, and which additional topics are semantically close to them.
Smoothing
Smoothing of the word and document vectors is important for applications with a lot of word noise coming from, e.g., short and high-WER document decodings. LSA also su ers from word noise, if it is performed using a database of noisy data and if the database is insu ciently large to provide good statistical accuracy for the semantic representations. A practical motivation for smoothing spoken documents is that if a document is very short, it does not directly provide many relevant index terms. Smoothing can also ease the computational load of indexing, because the indexing information already computed for close-by documents or document clusters can be exploited for a new document. A straight-forward way of smoothing is to average between the K nearest neighbors (KNN) for each document. However, this is too slow for large document collections, if no major optimizations are made to reduce its complexity (O(m 2 k) for k dimensional vectors). A clustering of the document vectors approximates this KNN smoothing, since the cluster centroids will act as averages of the neighboring documents. To obtain a more continuous mapping, the smoothed vector can also be computed by the weighted average of the K nearest clusters. Another motivation for this is the fact that as the clusters learn to represent some often occurring document types of the collection, a single document can be relevant for several categories or document topics. Thus, the smoothing by all the relevant topics should better preserve the main content of the document. The clustering is also considerably faster than having to perform a KNN search of the whole input data. For a SOM of s units the complexity of the smoothing is only O(mks) and the training of the SOM O(ks 2 ). This can be further reduced by some e cient approximations Kohonen et al., 1999] . SOM is not the only possible clustering method for smoothing. Methods such as K-means can provide a good clustering with less algorithmic complexity. However, SOM is rather convenient for smoothing large data sets. If the extraction of the main structures from the data is more important than quantization error or mapping of some individual data points, SOM is quite robust to its con guration, initialization and overlearning. This means that an exhaustive series of optimization experiments becomes unnecessary, as a suboptimal SOM may already be good enough.
SOM is used in smoothing to nd the main latent topics of the collection by clustering the documents and ordering the clusters in the semantic space. Instead of indexing the document vectors by nding the closest and most relevant index terms by a direct matching, we rst nd the closest semantic clusters (comparing the document vector to the cluster means) and then select the index terms that are closest to these topics. In this paper the index is stochastic which means that, theoretically, all the terms are used to index every document, but each termdocument association is weighted by the relevance. Thus, the smoothed LSI weight SW(t; d) is the weighted average of the projections to the K (best-matching) clusters C 1 ; : : :
where the weights are proportional to the projections from the document to those clusters. The projections use the dissimilarity measure (equation 3) for word and document vectors in the semantic space.
In practice, however, it was necessary to restrict the size of the created index le, so it was decided to store only the best index terms for each document. One suggestion for such a threshold was to compute the mean and variance of the index weights for each document and use the 99 % signi cance level of a normal distribution. However, it is not guaranteed that the distribution of the distances (3) would be even close to a normal distribution and that all the stored index terms were semantically signi cant. This 99 % threshold was set in preliminary experiments Kurimo and Mokbel, 1999 ] to be high enough to avoid huge index les and low enough to still get many index terms for each document Kurimo and Mokbel, 1999] . This trade-o can be avoided by computing the index weights only for the presented query terms. However, in many IR applications a fast query processing time is important, so the generation of an index le with pre-computed weights is preferred.
For huge document collections (millions of documents) SOM has recently been successfully applied to organize the documents and reveal some semantic structures Kohonen et al., 1999] without the time consuming semantic preprocessing that was previously used. This suggests that in indexing we could also try the SOM directly for document vectors formed from the RM word vectors, although the current evaluation data used for training is quite small. Experiments with this direct approximation of LSI indicated ( Table 5 ) that leaving SVD out does not decrease signi cantly the nal precision of LSI in this data.
As well as the semantic document vectors, the semantic word vectors can be smoothed by a SOM. This can be motivated by a more reliable representation for rare words which, generally, are more a ected by word noise. Because rare words are used only in a few documents, even a single substitution by a synonym or a decoding error can signi cantly change the semantic vector of the term in a document collection. The rare words can also be more di cult to decode, because of the low LM probabilities and lack of acoustic training data. But, if the words are clustered in the semantic space, the centers of the clusters will be more robust to word noise. This could be interpreted as a probabilistic grouping of index term synonyms , i.e., clustering words that have similar existence patterns in the collection.
Visualization
The purpose of the visualization of indexing and IR results is to gain knowledge of the content and structures of the document collection and to help the user to compose better queries. This is important, because even the best LSI, smoothing, and query expansion methods can only nd associations which are given in the available data. Since the IR system cannot read the user's mind , it is more e cient to try to provide some additional structural information about the documents, and to let the user determine the relevant question for the problem at hand. The visualization can give an overview of the existing topics, their hierarchies, and show the best index terms to describe them. Additional valuable information is to visualize where and how the obtained IR results are mapped in the collection.
Having the semantic clusters and topics extracted by SOM provides an easy way to make a 2D map view of the document collection. In the SOM, the documents that are close to each other in the input space are mapped into clusters close to each other in the map as well. Because the topics are presented by the clusters, the topics that are semantically close will also be close in the map. Thus ideally, the nearby areas in the map concern similar topics. Several other di erent collection characteristics can also be displayed 4 on the map Simula et al., 1999] . As the 2D map plane must fold signi cantly in the high dimensional input space to achieve a good mapping accuracy, it is helpful to color the map to better see which clusters really are close to each other in the input space. Perhaps the most widely used method to show the structures of SOM by coloring is the uni ed distance matrix (U-matrix) Ultsch, 1999] . In the U-matrix the colors indicate height levels as in topographical maps for geography. The height levels are, however, de ned relative to the neighboring units, so that the further the neighbors are from each other in the semantic space, the higher the mountain between them (see Figure 1 , for an example 5 ). The valleys in the map show topics that are close to each other and the units on the high mountains are either glue to keep the map continuous, i.e., they are between some topics and do not describe well any of them, or just topics far away from the others.
From the LSI perspective it is interesting to select some characteristic descriptors as labels to show the contents of the map clusters (see Figure 1) . Several methods exist to extract the labels automatically Lagus and Kaski, 1999 , Rauber and Merkl, 1999 , Hofmann, 1999 . In this work the following method was developed to best monitor the index:
1. Perform the stochastic indexing (equation 4) 2. Find the Voronoi regions (i.e., list the mapped documents) for all clusters 3. In each cluster, sum the indexing weights for terms in the Voronoi region 4. Show the top ranked index terms for each cluster as topic labels To view the whole map at once (the top level of the hierarchy), where all the labels cannot be shown, a selection method as in Lagus and Kaski, 1999] can be used. Naturally, to label larger areas, it is also possible to just use the method described above extending the sums over the merged Voronoi regions. Of course, the use of the SOM's neighborhood function for weighting the neighboring clusters would probably nd more accurate positions for the labels. As many Figure 1 is here extended to the three best index terms.
documents probably belong to several di erent topics, it might be better to sum also over the second or third order Voronoi regions (i.e., lists where the documents would be mapped if the best match were ignored) with appropriate weights. However, it is unlikely that this would change signi cantly the order of top ranked descriptors.
In Figures 1 and 2 the labels shown are just the stems of the winning index terms for every 9th unit. A more sophisticated label selection would give more insight of the index, but even these rough stems already give some hints about the organization of the topics. For example, on the lower left corner, the labels are related to stock markets and a bit further up there are some company names indicating some more speci c business news. Also groups related to the president and to some foreign a airs, like Israel and the Palestinians, can be seen. Figure 2 is a detailed version of Figure 1 . There we see more clearly the clusters in the close neighborhood of the 3 best matches for the query that has been made.
The hit histogram, i.e., how many documents there are in each cluster, can be added to the same display, e.g., by using dots of variable sizes Simula et al., 1999] . Instead of the U-matrix the colors in the map can optionally show the distribution of a chosen SOM component plain, i.e. how relevant the topics are for just a certain semantic dimension. Other useful distributions which can be shown are the semantic distances from the map units to a certain query, index term, or document Kurimo, 1999] .
When the document collection and the map are very large (e.g., a million nodes for a collection of millions of documents Kohonen et al., 1999] ), it is not convenient to show the whole map at once. A demonstration of the WEBSOM 6 shows an example of how to use several display hierarchies Honkela et al., 1996 , Kohonen, 1997 . There a user can select an interesting area from any level and zoom in or out to see the nearby topics and nally examine the selected cluster by viewing the associated documents. A similar interface could be useful to visualize and use an index of a large spoken document database.
Experiments

Evaluation measures for SDR
All the results reported here are based on the test queries of the spoken document retrieval (SDR) tasks in the TREC-7 Garofolo et al., 1999] and the TREC-8. Other broadcast news collections decoded by speech recognition (in French and in English) have also been indexed by the described system, but the relevance judgments of human experts were only available for the TREC evaluation tests.
The comparison of the spoken document indexes is not a straight-forward task. The WER of speech recognition varies considerably and it is unclear how much this a ects the correctness of the index. A better measure could be the TER (index term error rate) Renals et al., 1998 ], but for IR, the signi cance of di erent terms on di erent documents varies. Perplexity of the index Kurimo and Mokbel, 1999] can be used to measure the predictive performance of the models, as in speech recognition Chen et al., 1998 ]. However, this involves a transformation of the LSI scores into probabilities, which is not straight-forward and makes the comparison of di erent systems di cult Hofmann, 1998 ].
A standard way to compare IR results is to use the recall-precision curve (see Figure 3 ). An index is considered to be superior to another, if the precision of the retrieval results in each recall level is higher than that of the other method. The recall is the proportion of relevant documents which are retrieved and the precision is the proportion of retrieved documents which are relevant. Widely used scalar performance indicators obtained from this recall-precision curve are the average precision (AP) over all standard recall levels and the precision (RP) at the level R, where the number of retrieved documents equals the total number of relevant documents. In Table 1 we also give the precision at the lowest standard recall level 0.10 (P10), because the top of the document ranking is often the most relevant for practical IR applications since users usually revise their queries than scan through all the given answers. 
Results
Two broadcast news databases with xed evaluation queries were used for testing the proposed indexing system. The databases are the evaluation sets for TREC-7 and TREC-8 SDR tasks. The TREC-7 task has approximately 100 hours of news segmented into 3000 stories and the TREC-8 550 hours in 22000 stories. The relevance judgments by human experts are provided for the results of 23 and 50 test queries, for TREC-7 and TREC-8, respectively.
The speech recognition was performed using the THISL speech recognizer, which is a specialized version of the Abbot HMM/ANN hybrid Renals et al., 1998 ] (S1). Results are also given for the reference ASR decodings provided by TREC (B1) and for the reference transcripts with no ASR errors (R1). The baseline method for indexing the decoded documents was the thislIR version 0.2 Renals et al., 1998 ], which uses the same stemming, stop list and Okapi term weighting function as the LSI system, but indexes the documents using just the stems found in the decoding (as = 0 in equation 4). QE was disabled as explained in Section 2. Table 1 : Results for the indexing systems in di erent broadcast news sets and decodings (see section 6). Precisions at the lowest level (0.10), at level R, and in average are given (P10 %, RP % and AP %, respectively). terms. This does not seem to have any other e ect except that the index les grow very large as more and more terms are taken into the index.
The Okapi parameters (K and b in equation 1) can be tuned for the optimal performance in each task. For the LSI+SOM experiments we used the default values (K = 2 and b = 0:7). In Table   2 we tested how much we can improve by tuning them for the best performance. For these two tasks it seems, however, that the default values are quite good, because the tuning does not give large improvements. In the test called post-Okapi , the Okapi term weighting was applied to the result of equation (4) rather than just to the term frequency CW. TREC-7/S1 TREC-8/B1 Table 2 : Testing di erent ways to weight and combine the LSA score and the traditional (Okapi) frequency weight (see section 6). The default parameters (used in the baseline LSI+SOM system) are given on the rst row. The results are the average precisions (AP %) for the test queries. K = 3), the KNN search for the whole document collection is very laborious. 
The entropy weighting is theoretically more appealing (the mutual information between the document and the word Siegler and Witbrock, 1999] ), but here, using the simpler approximation by W idf i does not change the AP much. Also of note is that the RM and SVD dimensions can be quite small without much e ect in the results. Even if the SVD is completely skipped so that the SOMs are trained directly with RM vectors, we do not loose much in AP. 
Discussions
From the IR point of view, it is clear that the two evaluation sets used in this paper are not very large, as there are only 3000 and 22000 documents, and 23 and 50 judged test queries, respectively. However, even for a near realtime ASR this amount of 100 and 550 speech hours is rather remarkable task, because each decoding run can take several months computation time. Thus, the computational load produced by the actual indexing is not so important, as the indexing is orders of magnitude faster than ASR (for these tests just one hour without SVD). If the amount of documents is increased the SVD becomes unfeasible quite easily, as can be seen from its computational complexity. Adaptive LSA methods that can be updated without computing a new SVD are especially important for applications where it is necessary to frequently add new document vectors or new words to the vocabulary.
In the actual TREC-7 evaluation Garofolo et al., 1999] , the overall best APs were: S1 = 51%, B1 = 51%, R1 = 57%; and in TREC-8: S1 = 55%, B1 = 55%, R1 = 56%. The best systems in these TREC evaluations exploited all external text databases either to expand queries or documents to get better index terms than what would be possible just by decoding the given audio. These expansions have not yet been tried with the current LSI method. However, for the baseline thislIR (see Table 1 ), there is a QE version that achieved S1 = 45%, B1 = 42%, R1 = 49% in TREC-7 and S1 = 53%, B1 = 53%, R1 = 56% in TREC-8 being among the very best systems. It is expected that the queries expanded for the traditional indexes could be helpful for the current LSI as well. Another convenient way to exploit the external text data with the SOM based LSI would be to train the SOM with a large (ASR-) error-free material and expand the speech documents to the semantically closest text documents or document clusters.
We tried the Matched Pairs test Gillick and Cox, 1989 ] to analyze the statistical signi cance of the results. This test assumes that the result of each individual test query, for example AP, is independent and then compares whether there is any di erence between the performance of the two algorithms in these tests. For APs in Table 1 , for example, the Matched Pairs nds thislIR and LSI+SOM to be signi cantly di erent at 95 % signi cance level for TREC-8/B1, but not for TREC-7/S1.
The main reason why the LSI did not give as signi cant improvements for the evaluated speech databases as expected, is probably the database size. SVD and SOM were performed using only rather small evaluation sets. It is assumed that signi cantly more training data is required to able to automatically learn statistically meaningful latent semantic representations from the decoded speech, where the stories are short and the obtained text contains many recognition errors. Thus, in the broadcast news indexing, the use of contemporary newswire texts to train the semantic models would be more convenient. Table 5 suggests that the average performance is very robust for most of the parameters. It is interesting to note that using the computationally more expensive KNN smoothing instead of SOM actually degrades the results, but leaving the SVD out, which makes the indexing even lighter, does not cause signi cant changes. This seems to suggest that the clustering is here an essential part of the LSI. Table 2 shows the somewhat surprising result that the nal accuracy changes little for di erent values. This can mean that the linear combination (equation 4) is a suboptimal way to balance between the two di erent relevance weights SW and CW. Further experiments could be performed for adjusting the dynamic ranges of the weights or analysing the con dence of LSA as in Coccaro and Jurafsky, 1998 ].
In Table 1 we see that the IR results using the decoded speech are not very far from those of the (human) reference transcripts. This indicates that the state-of-art ASR is quite su cient for this application. However, it should be noted that the reference transcripts are not completely error free either, and that this result is only valid for broadcast news. Preliminary experiments in other broadcast material with more unconstrained speech and more di cult acoustic conditions have shown severe di culties.
In addition to the decoded text output, the ASR can also provide further assistance for indexing. The likelihood or con dence scores of the decoding hypotheses could be used to weight the index terms so that more uncertain terms would have lower weight in ranking. Properly weighted N-best hypothesis and whole word lattices as well could be used to prevent important words to be missed by the ASR. One important point is, however, that the most important words for indexing are often the rare ones which are sometimes di cult to recognize and may, thus, achieve low scores.
Conclusions
A novel method for latent semantic indexing (LSI) is described and tested for spoken audio. The motivation for developing this method was to gain robustness against recognition errors and word noise as well as to improve the speed and visualization of the LSI. This method includes random mapping (RM) for rapid and controlled dimensionality reduction, entropy based word weighting, stochastic index weights by combined Okapi term weighting and semantic matching, and using self-organizing maps (SOMs) to smooth the document and word vectors. In addition to computing the index, the clustering of the documents into latent topic models by SOM provides an interesting way to visualize the results. The IR performance of the system has so far been tested quantitatively for two standard broadcast news IR evaluation databases and the results are slightly better than without the LSI.
